
Lack of sleep is linked to health

problems like depression, heart

disease, and diabetes. Over time,

poor sleep can also weaken your

immune system — not exactly ideal

in the midst of COVID!

Sleep is truly just as important as

eating, drinking and breathing. You

cannot survive without it. We know

that it can be tricky to unwind, and

that melatonin doesn't work for

everyone. That's why we created our

newest product: StarryNight

Gummies, which have CBD, CBN &

CBG. Learn more on page 2.

It turns out that chocolate truly has a

history as a love food. Smithsonian

Magazine reports, "Passion for

chocolate is rooted in Mesoamerican

history. It was a highly-prized luxury

item among Mayan and Aztec upper

class elites, who were known to savor

a drink that combined roasted cacao

beans with cornmeal, vanilla, honey

and chilies. 

Cacao beans were as valuable a

commodity as gold, and were even

used to pay taxes levied by Aztec

rulers." Read more and shop our

chocolate, on sale until February 14th.

We recently partnered with

Brewster & Co. Charcuterie here in

Charlotte, NC! We're excited to

announce that they've put together

the Queen's Hemp board complete

with our CBD infused Raspberry

Chocolate Bites, Chocolate Sea Salt

Bites, Special Aphrodisiac

Chocolates and CBD-infused honey. 

This board will easily please 4 to 6

people, and even comes with a

bottle of Prosecco! It's perfect for

a fancy night in with your special

someone (or even a few of your

closest friends!)

NEW! STARRYNIGHT
GUMMIES

YOU HAD ME
AT CHOCOLATE
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CBD, CBN and CBG — some call it the

holy trinity of sleep, but what is CBN?

According to an article published in

Healthline, "Cannabinol, also known as

CBN, is one of the many chemical

compounds in cannabis and hemp

plants.

Not to be confused with cannabidiol

(CBD) oil or cannabigerol (CBG) oil, CBN

oil is quickly gaining attention for its

potential health benefits. Like CBD and

CBG oil, CBN oil doesn’t cause the

typical “high” associated with

cannabis. While CBN has been studied

far less than CBD, early research shows

some promise.

After being exposed to

air for long periods of time,

tetrahydrocannabinolic acid (THCA)

turns into CBN. Anecdotal evidence

suggests that aged cannabis tends to

make people sleepy, which could

explain why some people associate

CBN with more sedating effects.

CBN might be able to relieve pain (a

2019 studyTrusted Source found that

CBN relieved pain in rats) and it may

also reduce inflammation. Many

cannabinoids have been linked to anti-

inflammatory properties, including CBN.

A rodent study from 2016 found that

CBN reduced the inflammation

associated with arthritis in rats.

Read the full article here. 

Our new StarryNight

Gummies have 10mg

of CBD, 5mg CBN &

5mg CBG in each

gummy. They are 

vegan, GMO free

and have zero

THC!

Looking for a way to impress your special someone this Valentine's

day? If the charcuterie board on page 1 didn't do it, here's another

great option: the Hemp Highball.

You'll need:

3 large strawberries, sliced

3-4 blackberries or raspberries

1/4-1/2 tsp CBD-Infused Honey

5-15 Drops Hemp Oil Extract

Gently combine ingredients and place in an ice ball mold. Freeze for 1

hour, then fill with filtered water and freeze overnight. Drop 1-2

highballs into a glass of sparkling water, your favorite "mock"tail or

your go-to adult beverage. Follow us on Pinterest for more great ideas!

STARRY NIGHT:
CBD, CBN + CBG
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The statements made regarding these products have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.

ALL CHOCOLATE
25% OFF WITH CODE: LOVE

Chocolate and Valentine's Day are a match made in

heaven. The so-called aphrodisiac qualities of chocolate

are attributed to two chemicals it contains. One is

tryptophan, which is a building block of serotonin, a brain

chemical involved in sexual arousal. The second is

phenylethylamine, which is released in the brain when two

people fall in love.

Our new LOVE bar takes it one step further with the

addition of Damiana leaf. Historically, damiana leaf was

used to increase sexual desire. It also includes rose petals,

cinnamon chips, orange peel and 100mg full spectrum

CBD per bar. It brings a sense of love for yourself and

others, so whether you're looking to romance a certain

someone (or yourself) it's the perfect addition to your

Valentine's Day celebration. 

All of our chocolate is on sale until February 14th! Just

enter the promo code: love at checkout.

QUEEN HEMP
CBD INFUSED TRUFFLES

A beautiful Tiffany Blue box with 5 hand rolled artisan truffles.

70% dark chocolate shell and 5 different flavors of ganache. 

Our filling is made with condensed coconut cream, creating an

amazingly soft and sweet filling while still being allergy-free.

Each truffle has 10mg of Full Spectrum CBD.
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SHOP NOW

queen hemp company
PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

About our chocolate: "Every time I try a new flavor of this chocolate I can’t decide which one I like best! The herbs

in the Peace Chocolate Bar are delicate and do not overpower the incredible flavor and texture of the

chocolate. The hemp oil is potent and will definitely make you feel full of peace �" -Mary Beth
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